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Abstract— Two server PAKE (Password Authentication Key
Exchange) use symmetric solution to authenticate client in client
server authentication system. This system have advantage that
encrypted password get store in two server instead of single
server to minimize disadvantage of single server system. Both
the server communicate and exchange messages to authenticate
client. OPT (One Time Password) is also a secure solution which
uses random function to generate password and this password
get discard after one use. In this paper, two server PAKE and
OTP protocol is combine to overcome drawback of previous
systems and provide more security. First two server PAKE will
run to store the encrypted password in two server and then to
authenticate the client OTP protocol send OTP on the client's
mobile. Only using this OTP the client will get the authenticated.
Index Terms— PAKE (Password Authentication Key
Exchange), Key Exchange, Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
Protocol, cipher text, ElGamal encryption schema.

I. INTRODUCTION
Passwords are one of the important factor of security
which is used in day to day life for logging process into the
computer system, mobile phones etc. Also along with the
password importance, security of it is one of big issue.
Authentication systems based on user id and password are
very efficient and are low cost systems.
Previously there was single server system where all the
passwords were stored which was a vulnerable system .If that
server gets compromised then all passwords were disclosed.
Passwords can be easily cracked because of single point
failure.
Password authentication key exchange is where client and
server communicate with each other using the cryptographic
key. The two solutions for PAKE are symmetric and
asymmetric solutions. Symmetric is where both the servers
work together to authenticate the client. In Asymmetric
solution one server takes the help of another server to
authenticate the client. In symmetric solution both the servers
and client establishes a secret key session. Asymmetric
solution works in series and only client and the main server
needs to establish secret key. Symmetric protocol works in
parallel which makes it reliable than asymmetric system. To
address the issue of single server system we are going use the
concept of multiple servers.
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In this paper, the system represents a two server system model
where both the servers use symmetric solution of PAKE. Two
servers S1 and S2 work simultaneously to authenticate client
C also OTP is sent on client’s mobile number which finally
verifies the client.

Fig. 1. Single Server System

Client enters password and this password is split into two
parts and stored in the servers in an encrypted form. Also in
this system even if one of the server gets compromised the
attacker still does not get the complete information .No single
point failure occurs in this system. This work can further
extended with multiple servers.

Fig. 2. Two Server System

II. KEY EXCHANGE
Establishing a secure network connection is one of the most
important aspect of any message or data transfer protocol. As
a secure connection between the active peers is established,
the security of the data being transferred increases. To
establish such a type of secured and closed connection, the
Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol is used. This protocol
originates from the standard hash function (mode-power
function) which is used to generate a single secure
communication key. This key is used to authenticate
communication between client-server and/or server-server for
a secure data transfer. This protocol is the first phase of the
system where secure connections are established to store
passwords into the server and to authenticate the client or
user.
Key Exchange
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Server A

In figure 4, interface is a machine which is used to connect
multiple clients with the server(s).

Server B

IV. ONE TIME PASSWORD
Fig. 3. Key Generation and Exchange

Consider the following scenario. Server A wants to send
data 11011 to the server B. Then firstly, server A and server B
will communicate with each other and set a secure key (for
example *2) for a secure communication. This key, *2, is
known to server A and server B only. At the time of data
transfer server A will send data 22022 instead of 11011 and
server B will receive data 22022. As the server B knows about
the key, *2, it will generate original data from data receive by
it, i.e., 11011. The above scenario is one using the simplest
keys, but to increase the level of abstraction of the system
various mathematical computation can be used. The key
provides the system with an encoding at the basic level. This
is the first frontier which defends the system from attackers.
III. TWO SERVER SYSTEM
In the previous system only one server was used to store the
password. Security provided by this single server is pretty
much on the lower side. If the said server gets hacked then the
entire information stored in that server is compromised. Also,
if the said server is down then the entire system is on a
standstill. The users wouldn’t be able to authenticate
themselves or get access to their information stored on the
server. Hence, in order to avoid such situations using two
servers is a better solution. It is very difficult for the attacker
to know which two servers are used to store the password.
Even if the attacker is able to hack into a single server, he will
have only half the authentication information. This
information is not sufficient to know the password of the user.

Client
Pw

Interface-ElGamal
Encryption Schema
Auth1

Server1

Auth2

The system should be more secure. To achieve this we are
using One-Time Password (OTP). OTP use a random
function to generate secret password. When Client sends a
request message to the server, the server generate one time
password. Then this password is send on the clients mobile.
Client then login using this OTP for authentication. If client
do not use this OTP, before timeout period this OTP will
vanish. After this timeout for authentication client must again
send a request message to the server.
V. WORKING OF SYSTEM
This system gives the two step verification for the password
authentication. First step verification is done by the two server
password authentication system and then one time password
provide the second level of security. For the first step
verification the two server system works in three phases as
follows: Initialization, registration and authentication. In this
system there are two servers S1 and S2 and a client C. At the
first phase server S1 and S2 will communicate with each other
and generate a secure key for secure message transfer. To
generate the secure key Diffie-Hellman algorithm is required.
The key exchange protocol work at this initialization phase.
Second phase is user registration phase, when we use any
email vendors we have to create an email account there. We
are then provided with a user name and password. This phase
is called as user registration phase. At this stage, the two
authentication ids from the given password are generated with
the help of ElGamal protocol. These two authentication ids
are
then
stored
in
two
different
servers.
At the third phase, the client only remembers password. And
for the authentication both the server exchange their
information and help to authenticate the client. Whenever
next time client login into the system both the servers
authenticates client with the help authentication information
provided to them. After successful authentication of client,
server generate a secret password using a random function.
This secret password is the OTP which is sent on the client’s
mobile number. This OTP is use for client verification. OTP
provides additional security to the system.
VI. CONCLUSION

Server2

Fig. 4. Generation of Two Authentication Information

The main task of this two server system is to generate two
different authentication ids from one password. These two
authentication ids then get stored into two different servers.
ElGamal encryption is a protocol which generates two cipher
texts form single data. Hence, for this two server system
ElGamal encryption protocol is used to generate two cipher
texts from a single password. Consider the following
scenario. Pw is the original password. Cipher texts C1 and C2
are generated with the help of the ElGamal encryption
protocol (Figure 4 represents generation of two cipher texts).
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This system eliminated the risk of passwords being disclosed
by introducing two servers. This has overcome the drawback
of single server. The system’s total running time is equal to
running time of single server. Thus, the system is as efficient
as a single server in terms of processing time. Our protocol is
efficient in terms of computation complexity and
communication rounds. We are providing better security by
introducing the concept of One-Time-Password in a
two-server system. This work can be extended by introducing
multiple servers but caution should be taken for the increase
in communication rounds, in a multi-server system.
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